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on the battlefield, but had to be
won through a diplomatic process, they were not just delivering empty phrases. They meant
it, and they had a strategy for
simultaneously creating the
conditions for an end to the
Syrian tragedy and for recapturing almost the entire territory of Syria, except for those
areas temporarily in the hands
of ISIS and Nusra.
Putin also knew that Western officials, with very few exceptions, would be blinded to
the Russian flanking operations—on the battlefield and at
the diplomatic table—by the
hatred for the Russian President
that permeated official circles
in Washington, London, Paris,
and even Berlin.
For months the American
media fixated on the fact that
the Russian/Syrian combined
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forces were not exclusively targeting ISIS and Nusra. They
were conducting conventional warfare, aimed at cutting
off the main roads leading to ISIS territory, cutting off
the logistical lines running from NATO member Turkey
into ISIS- and Nusra-controlled parts of northern
Syria, and cutting the links between the Syrian and Iraqi
territories held by ISIS.
The mainstream media joined key Obama White
House officials in repeatedly denouncing Putin and the
Russians for targeting Western-backed Syrian rebel
forces, failing even to study the battle maps of the country to understand the Russian deployments.
It is in this domain—strategic thinking in depth—
where Putin’s genius, in stark contrast to the foolishness
of the vast majority of political leaders and pundits in the
West, stands out as the decisive factor to be understood.
The Focus magazine’s leaking of the NATO document made clear that some Brussels military analysts
have caught on to the fact that the Russians have conducted themselves professionally, have abided by the
international laws of warfare, and have developed capabilities that far exceed those of NATO itself.
Putin has shown himself to be a grand strategist, and
that is the ultimate message from the NATO document.
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major parts of the country to the foreign-backed antiAssad fighters and were preparing to accept the reduction of the area of government control to Damascus and
the mountain areas of Latakia province on the Mediterranean coast, where a majority of Alawites reside.
Putin understood that the fight was for all of Syria
and anything short of a perspective of total victory was
a losing proposition. The Russian deployment was premised on just such a total victory against all of the foreign-backed terrorists, not just the Islamic State and the
al-Qaeda (Nusra Front) forces.
With that concept driving the entire Russian deployment, the Russians committed some of their newest,
state-of-the-art military equipment, including the already mentioned Su-35 fighter jets, as well as S-400 air
defense systems, which had never before been used in
combat operations.
Putin also understood that the Russian intervention
was a military-diplomatic strategic intervention.
Unlike the United States, Britain, France, Saudi Arabia,
and Turkey, Putin devised a top-down, integrated approach. When Putin or his Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov declared that the Syrian war could not be won
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